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What is Physics?
(and why do (and why do 
you think you 

need it?)



Answers
- Foundation of modern science

- Basis of Today’s technology
- Teaches a particular way to

analyse problemsanalyse problems
- Helps you to (i) understand

what is possible or not, and 
(ii) what information is to
believe or not!



A brief 
introduction to 

PHY105PHY105

Topics - mechanics, waves, heat, optics, 
hydrodynamics



Why are you 
taking the 
course –course –

PHY105 ?



Why are you in class?
* I love physics
* It is a required course
* I need just a pass in* I need just a pass in

the course ! (LMPG!)
* All/None of d above

Other reasons



Study Materials

1. Course textbook(s)
2. Study guides2. Study guides

3. Past questions
4. OAU library



Problems
* unstable calendar
* PHCN/Poor facilities
* Aluta !!* Aluta !!
* Difficult lecturers ??
* Etc.

Sorry for the break in transmission, it was due to .......



Where do we go 
from here ????
1. Win, win attitude
2. Make sacrifices2. Make sacrifices
3. Take the       

responsibility

Goodluck !!!



Just for laughs

Gravity defying mountain goat ! 



but seriously, ........but seriously, ........

End of the introduction. 



Requests/Advice

•Decorum

•Support of entire class •Support of entire class 

maintaining facilities for 

the course



PHY105 
Module I* – Topics

1. Measurements and Dimensions
2. Composition and resolution of 2. Composition and resolution of 

vectors
3. Rectilinear Motion

* Other modules will be taught by other lecturers!



Measurements 
and and 

Dimensions



Ibadan – Ife Road (dist. 69 km)



OAU Campus (19/03/2012)



� Length [L]

� Mass [M]

Standards of Length, Mass and Time

� Mass [M]

� Time [T]

Other Units: Temperature [K], Electric Current [A], 

Amount of a Substance [mol], luminousity [cd] 



SI units (used mostly in physics): 

length: meter (m) 

mass: kilogram (kg) 

time: second (s)

Units

time: second (s)

This system is also referred to 

as the m-k-s system for meter-

kilogram-second.

(SI – Système International des Unités)



Other Units
(a) Gaussian units (used mostly in chemistry): 

– length: centimeter (cm) 

– mass: gram (g) 

– time: second (s) 

This system is also referred to as the cgs system for 
centimeter-gram-second.
This system is also referred to as the cgs system for 
centimeter-gram-second.

(b) British engineering system: 

– length: foot (ft) 

– mass: slug 

– time: second (s)



Dimensions and Units





Standard Units
• Distance from Ibadan – Ife

69 km = 6,900,000 cm = 69,000 m =  6.9 x 104 m 

• Length of football field• Length of football field

105 m = 10,500 cm = 1.05 x 102 m

• Thickness of human hair

1 mm = 1,000 µm = 1,000,000 nm = 1.0 x 10-3 m



Teaser #1 (Naira)
Student (Talking to another student): 

“My dad has just sent 5k to me as 

allowance for March”

What do you think the amount is?

(a) 5 naira

(b) 50 naira

(c) 500 naira

(d) 5,000 naira



Conversion of Units

Length:

1 mile = 5280 ft = 63360 in. = 1609 m = 1.609 km

Mass:Mass:

1 kg = 103 g = 2.20 lbs = 35.27 ounces

Time:

1 day = 24 h = 1440 min. = 8.64 x 104 s



Teaser #2 (Conversion)
YAHOO! Boy (Talking to a friend): “O’boy, 

that my MAGA for Yankee has just sent 5,000 

to my account in 9ja !” [take as exchange 

rate, $1 = 100 naira]

How much do you think he has collected?

(a) 5,000 naira

(b) 50,000 naira

(c) 500,000 naira

(d) 5,000, 000 naira (N1m)









The equation above is not dimensionally consistent















Composition 

and 

Resolution of Resolution of 

Vectors



VECTORS



Vectors (Contd.)



Displacement

(Graphical representation)



Motion in one dimension

(Cartesian Coordinates system)

X -axis

Y-axis A B

∆xx1 x2







Exercise: A jogger starts at point A (see below), jogs 

to B, then back to C. What are the average speeds 

and velocities of both segments of the laps?

Average Speed/Average Velocity

Distance (A to B) = 300 m

Distance (B to C) = 100 m

Time (A to B) = 2.50 min.

Time (B to C) = 1min.



Solution









Equations of motion (constant acceleration)







MOTION IN A PLANE

Hostel
Lecture

Hall

New

Buka

Net Displacement – Graphical AnalysisNet Displacement – Graphical Analysis

The net displacement (which is a vector quantity) can be obtained by drawing

the segment vectors (graphically). This is simply done by the joining of each vector

(the arrow representing the displacement) to another vector in a sequence from 

head-to-tail.

As a result a polygon is formed (from each of the segments of the displacements).

The net or resultant displacement is now taken as the vector drawn from the tail of 

the first vector to the tip of the final vector. 



NET DISPLACEMENT

Hostel

New

Buka

Lecture

Hall

Net displacement



EXAMPLE

• Find the net displacement of the following 

displacement vectors 

1

2 3

4



Graphical solution

1

2 3

4



Practice Problem



tan tan 26.6o



Components of a Vector

(Using the Cartesian coordinates system)

(+ve)

A

(+ve)(-ve)

(-ve)



Displacement Vector

y d

θθθθ

From the diagram, the components of the 

displacement vector      are given as:

X – axis,    x = d.cos θθθθ
Y- axis,      y = d.sin θθθθ

x

θθθθ

d

(1)

0



Velocity

vy V

θθθθ

From the diagram, the components of velocity 

vector      are given as:

X – axis,    vx = v.cos θθθθ
Y- axis,      vy = v.sin θθθθ

vx

θθθθ

v

(2)

0



Resolution of a Vector into components

Ax

Ay A

θθθθ
0

Ay

Ax

From the diagram, the components of a vector A are:

Horizontal comp. (x–axis),    Ax = A.cos θθθθ

Vertical comp. (y-axis),          Ay = A.sin θθθθ



The magnitude of a vector is obtained as,

And the angle, θAnd the angle, θ



The vectorial representation of  A is, 



B

θθθθ αααα

C

D

λλλλ
Dy

CxBx

By

Dx

Cy

X-axis,    Bx = -B.cos θθθθ
Y-axis,    By = -B.sin θθθθ

X–axis,    Cx = + C.cos αααα
Y-axis,     Cy = - C.sin αααα

B C

X-axis,    Dx = -D.cos λλλλ
Y-axis,    Dy = +D.sin λλλλ

C



Addition of vectors

θ



PHY105 Tutorial Set Problems #1

1.Using unit analysis, determine whether the equation below is 

dimensionally correct.

v  =  ½ (vo +  a).t

where t is time, a is acceleration and v is velocity (Hint: use SI units).

2.Which of the following quantities represents the greatest speed?

(a) 1 m/s    (b) 1 km/h     (c)   1 ft/s     (d)  1 mi/h

3. A student throws a ball vertically upward such that it travels 10 m 

to its maximum height 2.4 s after being thrown. (i) What is the ball’s 

average speed? (ii) Its average velocity?

4. A golf ball is hit with an initial speed of 35 m/s at an angle 37o

above the horizontal. What are the initial horizontal and vertical 

velocity components?

5. Find the resultant (or sum) of the three vectors: 

(a)

(b)


